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Abskuct- The total number of hotspot users around the world 
is expected to grow from 9 3  million at the end of 2003 to 30 
million by the end of 200.1 according to researcher Gartner. Given 
the explosive growth in hotspot wireless usage, enhancing capac- 
ity of 802.1 1-hssed hokpot wireless networks is an important 
problem. In this paper, we make two important contributions. We 
first present the AP-CST algorithm that dynamically adjusts the 
Carrier Sense Threshold (CST) in order to allow more flows to co- 
exist in current 802.11 architectures. We then extend the current 
hotspot engineering paradigm by allowing every cell and AP 
access to all available channels. These cells are then managed by 
the RNC-SC algorithm running in a centralized Radirr Network 
Controller. This algorithm assigns mobile stations to appropriate 
celldchannels and adjusts transmit power values dynamically, 
thereby exploiting spatial heterogeneity in distribution of users 
at the hotspots. Through detailed and extensive simulations, 
we show that the performance of 802.11-based hotspots can be 
improved hy up to 195% per-cell and 70% overall. 

I .  ~NTRODUCTIOX 

The total number of hotspot users around the world is 
expected to prow from 9.3 million at the end of 2003 to 
30 million by the end of 2004 according to researcher Gart- 
ner [191. Given the explosive growth in  hotspot wireless usage. 
enhancing capacity of 802.1 1-based hotspot wireless networks 
is an imporrant problem. Improving performance adaptively 
is especially critical since such hotspots =e typically charac- 
terized by unpredictable load with a large number of users 
accessing network connectivity in a relatively small physical 
area. 

Hotspot deployments typically operate in infrastructure 
mode where an Access Point (AP) provides connectivity to 
multiple mobile clients. Given the widespread adoption of 
802.11-standard as is, we would like a solution that does not 
modify the standard. While other researchers have examined 
khroughput enhancements in 802.11 infrastructure mode [4]. 
[3Jt they assume that exactly one channcl is available for 
optimization in each cell, i.e.. an area covered by an AP(s): 
and operate within the conservative 802.1 1 floor reservation 
and carrier sensing mechanism 151. 

In this paper. we introduce the EC7iUS architecture to 
exploit the spatial heterogeneity of users and flows in order to 
improve 802.11 capacity in hotspots. In ECNOS, we devise 
two algorithms, AP-CST and RNC-SC, that can improve 
802.1 1 hotspot performance substantially. 

AP-CST (Access Point (modifies) Carrier Sense Threshold) 
allows for multiple flows to co-exist in the same channel by 
dynamicalIy modifying the carrier sensing threshold (CST). 
In 802.1 1. if the signal strength on the medium is higher 
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than CST. the medium is termed busy. and stations delay heir  
transmissions. Our approach is to allow this threshold to be 
programmable. Clearly, only the minimum strength at which 
a signal can be sensed is limited by the hardware. Increasing 
the threshold does not require changes to the hardware. An 
optimum carrier sense threshold allows flows which do not 
inwrfere to co-exist, i.e.> transmit concurrently. As we shall 
see in Section 111. typical settings for the static CST used today 
are very conservative (i.e. it precludes the parallel operation 
of flows even when they would not interfere with each other) 
and in many cases, supersedes the virtual carrier sensing using 
RTS/CTS, The AP-CST algorithm allows the AP to set its 
CST and those of its clients appropriately such that more 
flows can co-exist in the same channel without interference 
where possible. This solution addresses situations in a hotspot 
where neighboring cells are assigned the same channels due 
to the limited number of orthogonal channels ( 3 )  available in 
802.1 lblp. Furthermore, this solution can be implemented in 
practice at no extra hardware cost. 

In RNC-SC (Radio Network Controller (uses) Secondary 
Channels) mode, we allow emf? cell or AP access l o  all 
awailahle channels’. The RNC-sc algorithm executes in a 
centralized Rcrclio Nerwork Contn?Eler (KNC). In this algo- 
rithm. each cell uses one p r i m a n  channel as done currently 
as well as uses the other two channels as secondup chan- 
nels without causing co-channel interference. The RNC-SC 
algorithm computes the CSTs and transmit powers such that 
the performance of stations in the secondary channel improves 
without degrading the performance of stations in their primary 
channel. While RNC-SC results in extra hardware cost for 
the extra interfaces in each of the APs, the flexibility to 
dynamically use secondary channels allows i t  to improve 
hotspot performance beyond AP-CST, especially where there 
is heterogeneity in user distributions. 

Note that implementing these algorithms at the mobile 
station does not require equipping each station with multiple 
802.1 I cards; it is possible to have just one 802.1 1 card and use 
a software-based solution such as MultiNet [SI to dynamically 
scan multiple channels and change associations. We only 
assume that the 802.1 1-based equipment is programmable 
through sofsware such that certain parameters (CST and trans- 
mit power) can be dynamically adjusted. Interestingly, the 
wend for next generation wireless cards is to implement just 

’ In reality, the AP could be a single device with multiple interfaces: such 
devices are commercially available already. e.g. from [5 ]  
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the basic time-critical MAC hnctions in hardware while leav- 
ing lheir control and configuration lo the operating system @I. 

In summary, the ubilio to dynarriic:uEIy allocate channels 
to stations andfle.ribly adapt parameters siicii as CST an&or 
fransmii power pruvides 11s with a veer?: punvififill nrechanisni 
to adapt to heterogfneih and therrbs iniprove perJiorrnance. 
ECIHUS architecture is inspired by the design of wide-area 
CDMA-based wireless networks [? 11. where all cells operate 
using the same frequency band and a centralized radio network 
controller manages transmit power at the mobile station in 
order to minimize interference and maximize performance. 
Such a trend is also seen in 802.11 based design like in [9] . 
To the best of our knowledge. no one has so far proposed a 
multi-channel solution with dynamic CST in order to improve 
performance in 802.11 networks. 

In this paper, we make two important contributions. We 
first present the AP-CST algorithm that dynamically adjusts 
the Carrier Sense Threshold (CST) in order to allow more 
flows to co-exist in current 802.1 I architectures. We then 
extend the current hotspot engineering paradigm by allowing 
every cell and AP access to all available channels (three 
orthogonal channels in the case of 802.1 It-, standard, the focus 
of this paper). These cells are then managed by the RNC- 
SC algorithm running in a centralized Radio Network Con- 
troller. This algorithm assigns mobile stations IO appropriate 
cellslchannels and adjusts Wansmit power values dynamically. 
thereby exploiting spatial heterogeneity in distribution of users 
at the hotspots. Through detailed and extensive simulations, 
we show that the performance of 802.1 1-based hotspots can 
be improved by bolh these algorithms by up to 19S% per-ceIl 
and 70% overall. 

The rest of' the paper is organized as follows. We survey 
related work in Section 11. In Section 111, we present some 
definitions? motivate the case for a dynamic CST, and identify 
the optimum CST to be chosen by a transmitter. Section 
IV presents our proposed architecture and the algorithms 
involved. We evaluate the performance of h e  proposed ar- 
chitecture in Section V. Finally. we discuss enhancements and 
limitations of our approach in VI and conklude in  Section VII. 

11. RELATED WORK 

Related work falls into two broad categories: extensions 
of the 802.11 MAC protocol to enhance throughputlfairness 
(primarily. in ad-hoc mode) and better planning and load 
balancing algorithms to enhance throughput in 802.1 1 infras- 
tructure mode. We briefly review some of these contributions 
below. 

In the area of 802.1 1 MAC enhancements, the basic obser- 
vation that many researchers make is that the current 802.1 1 
floor reservation and carrier sensing mechanism is conserva- 
tive [IS]. Thus, different techniques have been proposed to 
enhance the paralIelism in  transmissions between different 
sessions, primarily in mobiIe nodes using 802.11 to form 
ad-hoc networks [ll,  161. 171, [ l O J 1  [221 All these involve 
either modifications to the 802.11 MAC protocol or using 
out-of-band tones and thus, cannot be used to enhance the 

performance of the hundreds of millions of already deployed 
502.11 cards and access points. Very recently, references [231 
and [121 have also pointed out that varying CST can help boost 
performance. They approach the problem analytically in the 
case of ad-hoc networks. 

While the use of multiple channels for throughput enhance- 
ment in 802.11 networks has been proposed in the context of 
ad hoc multi-hop wifeless networks [16]. [111. 1201. given the 
dynamic and decentralized nature of wireless ad hoc networks, 
these solutions rely on each node making decisions based on 
its locally pcrceived medium characteristics and there is little 
scope for centralized coordination. - 

In the area of throughput enhancements of 802.1 1 infrasuuc- 
ture mode, the authors of [3] propose two enhancements to the 
Access Point (API association algorithms. In [4], the aulhors 
perform centralized coordination of APs in 802.1 1 PCF mode 
by allocating channels and time slots to APs (through graph 
coloring and centralized scheduling) to support fairness and 
QoS guarantees. However. these and most work in  this area 
assume that each AP is capable of using oniy a single channel 
at a give time. In this paper, we take a completely different 
approach by d h w i n g  all APs to operate in all three channels 
as long as inrerference is not significant. The trend in the 
802.11 equipment industry is also to introduce a centralized 
controller or switch [211 [171. However. they do not advocate 
the use of multiple channels in each AP and the algorithms in 
their controller likely include proprietary modifications to the 
802.1 1 standard at the AP. 

111. OBSERVATIONS ON CARRIER SENSING IN  802.1 1 

\ 

I '  /' CARRIER SENSE R A h E  

"\, Interference Range = 1.78 r ,,' 
"\. CSRange -670m 

\'.. DistanceTR -15Om ,, 

Fig. 1. Three ranges in wireless communication 

i n  this section, we hrst make some observations about 
existing 802.11 canier sensing. Then. we provide intuition 
about the optimum value of CST to be used by a transmitter. 
All simulation experiments in this paper were performed using 
the Qualnet simulator [IX]. wiih an accurate bit-error based 
model for the physical Iayer. 
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Terminology Let .T denote a transmitter and K denote a 
receiver. We define the following ranges i n  802.1 1: 

+ Carrier Sense Range: The region of space around T in 
which the received strength of 7”s  transmission is greater 
than the Carrier Sense Threshold (CST) of the receiver. 
Transmission Range: The region of space around T 
in which the received strength of T’s transmission is 
sufficient for successful reception to occur. 
Interference Range: The region of space around R, 
where any transmission by another source T’ would 
interfere with the frame transmitted by T and cause its 
loss. 

Suppose T and T‘ are two transmitters at distances d~ and 
L Z I .  respectively from the receiver. T’ is an interferer to the 
transmission from T.  Then the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 
at the receiver is given by d : / q  under the assumptions that 
both the transmitters transmit with the same power and that 
strength of the received signal falls off as kPo/d4? where k is 
a suitable constant, PO is the transmission power. and d is the 
distance from the signal source. For successful reception, the 
requirement is that the SNR be above a threshold ( 7 ) )  which 
is typically 10 (10 dB). This yields the requirement: 

4 
d$ 
- > y 

or $1 > 1 . 7 8 d ~ .  Therefore. for interference to occur, the 
required condition is that dl  < 1 . 7 8 d ~ .  Figure 1, drawn to 
scale, illustrates these terms. The relative distances shown in 
the figure have been obtained from the Qualnet simulator [ 1.31 
for 802.1 I transmission at 2Mbps with a CST of -93 dBm and 
transmit power of 15 dBm. 
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By coupling of flows. we mean that the flows sense each 
other’s carrier and share the wireless medium. Figure 6 shows 
the topology considered. Nodes 5 and 7 sense only each other’s 
carriers, 3 and 9 sense only each other, while I hears all trans- 
missions. All transmitting stations are outside the interference 
ranges of all receiving stations, The workload considered is 
CBK traffic on all transmitters at r a m  sufficient to saturate the 
medium. We expect each transmitter in the pairs which sense 
each other ( 5  and 7, 3 and 9) to achieve half the maximum 
capacity. while node 1 is completely starved (as at any point 
of time, one of the other four transmissions go on). Figure 2 
shows the throughput obtained with the use of RTSCTS and 
Figure 3 shows the throughput obtained without the use of 
RTS/CTS.The throughput obtained with the use of RTSlCTS is 
lower due the overhead associated with the RTSIClS frames. 
i n  both cases, flows which are coupled share the bandwidth 
approximately equallyi while node 1 gets completely starved. 
As we mentioned before, all transmitters are outside the 
interference ranges of all the receivers. Therefore, we can 
safely schedule their uansmissions simultaneously. To do this, 
we set the CST of all transmitting stations to be -83 dBm to 
decouple each flow from the others. The resulting throughput 
graphs are shown in Figure 5 when RTSKTS is disabled and 
Figure 4 when RTSICTS is enabled. It is clear that now each 
station obtains the maximum possible throughput and node 1 
is no longer starved. 

If the default fixed value of CST is too conservative. what 
should be the the value of the CST to be used by the 
transmitter? While the 43dBm value used in this experiment 
was chosen empirically. we would like to be able to determine 
the optimum threshold value dynamically. We answer this 
question with the following observation. 

ill ,.ougi1p11r. 

Observation U: The opfimnm value of the CST is that at 
v,.liich the carrier sense ronge of the transmitter jilst covers 
the interference runpe of the receiver. 

Recall that if d i s  the distance between T and Rthen the 
interference range of the receiver K is a circle of radius 1.iSd 
centered at R. The value of the CST needed at T is the value 
needed to sense the carrier of any interfering source I at or 
within a distance (2.78)d from T. The strength of the signal 
from the farthest distance of any interfering source, 2.78d. is 
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Thz optimum value of CST is that at which the carrier sense range 

given by k.P0/(2.78d)~ = k.P0/d4.a = SS[T, R]/cL, where 
PO is the transmit power and SS[T, RI i s  the received strength 
of the signal from T at R. Note that this can be generalized 
to any propagaiion model with a suitable value of a. For 
propagation that decays as d4> a is set to be 2.7B4. The value 
of a can also be chosen empirically. 

7herefore, $ SS[T,  RI denote rhe received signal strength 
from T al R, then the optirnmt carrier Sense threvhold 
required at T is given by SS[T:  R]/a,  where a is a sriirable 
constunt determined hv the propugatinn model. 

Multiple Sources of Interference: Due to the nature of carrier 
sensing, it can be shown the maximum number of independent 
interferers is bounded. If the receiver can provide feedback 
about the total amount of interference it sees, then the appro- 
priate CST to be used by the transmitter can be determined. 
Thus, the model obtained for one source of interference can 
be generalized for multiple sources of interference as well. 

We now use this observation to dynamically adjust CST 
values of clients and APs such that more Bows can co-exist, 
resulting in higher per-flow and aggregate throughput in the 
hotspot. The details of these algorithms are described in the 
next section. 

Iv, ARCHITECTURE AND ALGORITHMS 

In this section, we describe OUT ECFLOS architecture and 
algorithms for a) dynamically identifying flows that can co- 
exist and b) allowing them to co-exist by setting optimum CST 
values based on exploiting our observations in the previous 
section, 

A. Owview 
Consider a hotspot with four cells shown in Figure 8. The 

figure shows cells CO, GI: C, and C3 with channels 0 , l :  0 and 
2 respectively. The &CXOS architecture can operate in  one of 
two modes, which we call AP-CST and RNC-SC, to improve 
performance. 

Chankl 0 Chanhel 1 

Fig. 8. 
the APs. 

The Echos Architecture. Each circle denotes Ihe coverage range of 

The mode AP-CST optimizes existing deployments by 
simply choosing the appropriate CST to be used by each 
of the APs and the stations of the hotspot. This algorithm 
is executed in a distribuied manner in each of the APs and 
can be implemented in practice at no extra hardware cost. 
This algorithm helps cells in the hotspot that are assigned the 
same channels (CO and CZ in this example) due to the limited 
number of orthogonal channels (3) available in 802.11b. This 
algorithm is explained in detail in subsection IV-B, 

The mode RNC-SC is an enhancement to AP-CST and 
uses a centralized RNC which controls the entire hotspot (see 
Figure 8). Recall that this mode requires each AP to operate in 
all channels or there be co-located APs in all channels in each 
cell. For case of presentation, we assume that there are APs 
in all three channels. While this approach entails additional 
hardware cost, it can improve performance significantly when 
the load distribution between Ihc different cells in the hotspot 
is heterogeneous. In this mode, each cell C is assigned a 
channel. called the priniap channel, according to current best 
practice. Other available channels are called the secondary 
channels of C. The AP on the primary channel is called 
the primary AP and the AP on the Secondary channels are 
called secondary APs. When the RNC finds C‘s load to be 
high, it creates a secondat? ceil consisting of a secondary AP 
and some clients of C.  A secondary cell is created only if 
there is no impact (in reality, minimd) on the primary cells 
both in terms of‘ interference and reduction in throughput due 
to sharing the channel. In order to “insulate” the primary 
cell from a secondary cell, we set the Tx power of the 
secondary cell and the CST of both primary and secondary 
cells appropriately. This is explained in detail in subsection 
IV-c. 

In both modes, all clients periodically report information 
about load and current signal conditions to the AP (explained 
in the next subsection in detail.) In RNC-SC, the APs then 
relay the information further to the RNC that manages the APs 
and the clients in a centralized manner. 
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Min SS of inside cefl signals ut s 
Max SS of outside cell signals al  s 
SS of each client s at AP 

Load 
S.Soutm,,[.4P. k] 
SSoUtinar[s> k] 

S.S&t,,,[AP] I Max SS of outside signals at AP 
I Additional Info. for RNC-SC 

Average load in each cell 
Max SS of outside signals in Ch. k 
Max SS of outside signals in Ch. k 

AP-CST (run at each AP which senses another cell) 
D Set CST of clients & compute C'ST,,,, ; 

1 CST,,,, - x 
2 for each station F of cell C' 
3 do 

5 
6 CST,,, - m7n(CSTTnZn. G S T [ s ] )  

D Get lowest strength among all clients at A€? 
7 for each station P of cell C 
8 do 
9 S N R  - SS[ilP.s]/SSout,,,[s] 

4 CST [SI + S S [ S .  A P ] / o  - t 
CST[s]  - rmn (CST[s] .  SSinmzn Is])  

10 SNR,i, - " ( S N R .  SNR,,,) 
D Set the CST of .4P. 

11 if (SNR,,i,, > 7 )  
12 
13 else CSTlAP] - CST,,,, 

then CST]-4F'] - SSout,,,[AP] + t 

B. Algoritlinr AP-CST 

Each AP keeps track of the parameters shown in  Table 1. 
Each of the above information can be obtained h o u g h  the 
appropriate software interface to the 802.11 card. The only 
issue is of distingrtishing between inside and outside cell 
transmissions. This is done as follows. Observe that any data 
transmission within a cell is tolfrom the AP. We assume that 
a station can hear most of the transmissions from its AP; 
otherwise the station should re-associate with a closer AP in 
rhe hotspot. Therefore, for any data transmission within the 
cell. a station would either hear the data frame (and/or RTS) 
or the ACK (and/or CTS) from the AP. Otherwise, the station 
assumes that the transmission was from outside the cell. 

The basic idea behind AP-CST is that if a cell c' senses 
signals from outside the same cell. say, cell D ,  we can 
potentially improve the performance of cell C by identifying 
those flows of C which can co-exist with interference from 
D and allowing them to proceed by adjusting the CST of 
stations/AP of cell C. Likewise, cell U can also be optimized. 
This can be done because most flows. depending on the 
location of clients with respect to APs. have a certain degree of 
tolerance for additional interference. If. by reducing the CST, 
we can allow additional flows to operated without causing 
interference beyond the available tolerance of existing flows. 
we have improved the performance for those flows. 

Algorithm AP-CST IS run at each AP when it  senses 
another cell in the same channel. It consists of two main steps: 

Sets CST of each client while avoiding creation of new 
hidden termi n a1 s 
Sets CST of AP while ensuring that all of its clients are 
still served 

As can be seen from lines 2-5. the CST of each station s is 
set to the maximum signal strength that can be ignored by s 
while attempting to transmit, given the signal strength of s at 
the AP; this value is given by SS[s, A P ] / a  as explained in 
Observation 11. The CST is then adjusted so that the station 
s can still hear other stations from inside its own cell, i.e: 
SSin,i,, [SI (line 5 ) .  77iis ai~nirls creation of new hidden 
tamrinals. 

Assigning the CST of the AP requires a more conservative 
approach as the AP needs to serve the needs of all its clients. 
Thhurefore. the niiiibnrnn SNR of the AP at its clients decides 
fhe  CST of rlie AI? Lines 7-13 decide the optimum CST for 
h e  AP. If SiVRmi,l is sufficiently l x g .  then the AP ignores 
all interference from outside the cell (line 12). Otherwise. it 
chooses the optimum CST value as in Observation II (line 13). 

To summarize. each cell tries to "insulate" itself from any 
other CO-channel cells by increasing the CST of the AP and the 
stations. The increase is determined by strength of the signals 
within the cell and constrained by the requirement that no new 
hidden terminals be created among the stadons. The AP-CST 
algorithm can be implemented with CST values piggybacked 
on beacons. We next describe algorithm RNC-SC. which is 
an enhancement over AP-CST. 

C.  AZgurifhm RNC-SC 
Recall that, in this mode. the APs are managed by a 

centralized Radio Nhuh'ork Corzfidltrr (RNC) and each AP 
has access to all available channels. In order to execute RNC- 
SC, the algorithm require additional parameters as shown in 
Table I. The additional parameters needed are load and signal 
strength values over all channels. In order to compute the latter. 
h e  RNC uses the values obtained by a periodic site-scan[l31 
by the clients of a cell on all the secondary channels. In a 
site-scan, all stations passively listen to the scanned channel 
for a specified duration and report the results back to the AP. 
This gives the RNC effective signal suength of transmissions 
from the primary cell in that channel at the stationslAP of 
secondary cell. 

a) Algorirliin RNC-SC: has two main steps: 
Determine i f  a cell is overloaded. 
Choose and switch a client to a secondary channel in 
overloaded cell, if possible. 
b)  Measruing load and overload: We use the MAC 

service time {i.e., the time between the instant a frame is 
submitted to the MAC for transmission and the time instant the 
ACK is received) seen by a node as the measure of load. This 
value is smoothed using an exponential filter and averaged 
over all members of the cell. It has been shown in [lo] that 
the throughput of an 802.1 1 system is tied to the MAC service 
time seen by each node. In order to determine overload, the 
algorithm (lines 1 to 3) compares the the cell C with the 
maximum average service time ( H )  and the cell D with the 
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RNC-SC (run periodically) 
1 
2 
3 i f H / L > l + S  
4 then 

L c lowest avg. MAC svc time of any cell D 
H +- highest avp. MAC svc time of any cell (7 

5 ( 8 .  k )  -GET-C LIEST-S ECCHANKE L(C) 
6 if R # B 
7 then 
8 
9 

Activate AP on channel k i f  needed 
Switch client .Y to channel k 

10 Run AP-CST al  each’hP 

minimum average service time (I,). If H / L  > 1 + 6, where d 
is a threshold providing hysteresis, then the RNC decides that 
cell C is overloaded. 

Once a cell has been identified as overloaded. we now 
explain the issues in identifying a potential secondary channel 
and client to switch. 

GET-CLIE~’T-SECCHAS~~L(II:I 
I> It ,[k] is m i x .  tolerated interference LO Channel k 

1 Vk & [ k ]  - 3c 
2 for each channel I; 
3 for each prumry cell AP D 011 chmnel It: 
4 for each station s of U 
5 do 
6 
7 

TI +-” S S [ D !  SI/? - SSOZGt,,,,~P. k ]  
T? + S S [ S .  D ] / 7  - SSout,,,ID. k]  

8 It[kj + min(Itp”]>Tl.T2) 

b Reduce Tx power to limit interference to within It [k]  
for each secondary channel k 9 

10 do 
11 r.,&] c SSou.t,,,[AP, k]/lt[X.] 
12 fur q E c 
13 .rq[k] + SSmfmn,[q: k ] / l t [ k ]  

I4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

b plck station whch can communicate at reduced powei 
I> and has measured the least outside cell interference 
mznIntf + ca. clzent - 0 sed‘hannel - 0 

for each secondary channel k 
for each station q in C 

do 
if (SNR of q at AP > y on channel k) AND 

(SNR of AP at q > y on channel k) AND 

then 
(mznlntf > SSoutmaz[q.k])) 

nt??rI?atf t-- SSout,,,[y. k]  
seeChamel  + k 
client +- q 

25 retum (dieiit. secChannel) 

c )  Clwosing Client and Secondmy Channel: In order to 
create a secondary cell that has no impact on the primary 
cell, we need 1) any AWstation of the secondary cel1 should 
not interfere at the primary; and 2) the throughput in primary 
should not decrease because of this change. We call this 
a conssrvative approach because it does not allow for any 
inter-cell throughput adjustments; primary cells are largely 
unaffected by any new secondary cell formation. 

A client q of cell C can become a member of a new 
secondary cell, if q and its secondary AP. can communicate at 
a transmit power low enough that it does not affect the primary 
ceIls operating on that channel. The client and secondary chm- 
ne1 are identified in Algorithm GET-CLIEKT-SECCHANNEL, 
which has three main steps 

Compute maxtmum tolerated interference on each sec- 
ondary channel k 
Reduce the transmit powers of secondary AP and clients 
on each secondary channel k 

a Choose the client,channel pair such that the client ob- 
serves minimum interference from outside the cell on that 
channel 

We look at each of these steps in detail below: 
Calculatirig iizuxirnuin roleinted inreljcerence: h e  maximum 

interference tohated at a primary AP is the minimum of 
the interference values tolerated by all its clients and the 
primary AP itself. Line 6 computes the interference that can be 
tolerated by station p .  The interference that can be tolerated by 
p when its AP alone is transmitting is given by SS[AP: PI/?, 
where */ is the capture threshold. However, p already sees 
signals of strength SS@ut,,,,,b1 from stations which are 
outside the cell (which could be from a secondary crIl that 
is already functional). Therefore. the remaining interference 
which p can tolerate from the creation of any new secondary 
cell is given by SS[ARp]/y .  - SSout,,,b]. Likewise, the 
maximum interference which can be tolerated by the AP 
depends on the lowest received signal strength from any of 
its clients as computed in line 7. 

Reducing transmission power: Given the maximum inter- 
ference tolerated by the primary APs on channel I ; ,  any new 
secondary station/AP shouid produce interference of less than 
this value. As mentioned earlier, in order to estimate the inter- 
ference by the secondary cell, the RNC uses values obtained 
by 3 periodic site-scan [I31 by the clients. The RNC uses 
the maximum signal strength measured at a station/AP during 
the passive scan on channel k as the estimate of maximum 
interference caused by that stationlAP at any primary cell on 
channel I;  at the normal transmit power. 

Suppose station g reports a measurement of 1, and its 
primary AP Q reports a measurement of IQ on secondary 
channel k during the passive scan. If I ,  be the maximum 
derated interference on secondary channel I;, then the sec- 
ondary AP S and q should set their transmit powers to 
Pt +I,/IQ and Pt * I t / I q  respectively. This factor of reduction 
is computed in lines 11 and 13 of algorithm GET-CLIENT- 
SECCHANNEL respectively. This reduction ensures that the 
additional interference due EO the secondary stations does not 
exceed the maximum tolerated interference. 

Choosing clieat and channel with niinimiiini integerence: 
We would tike to choose the client, channel pair such that the 
client observes minimum interference from outside the cell on 
hat channel. This approach maximizes the throughput of the 
client and minimizes the interference caused by the client to 
the outside cells. We ensure that communication is possible 
between the client, q, and the secondary AP at the reduced 
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transmit powers with their interference values of Iq and IQ. 
If so, then q is identified as a member of the secondary cell 
and the transmission bit rate i s  set to the highest possible for 
that transmit power. This is computd in lines 15 to 24 of 
algorithm GET-CLIENT-SECCHANNEL. 

Thus, once a client and channel pair has been identified 
by the GET-CL~ENT-SECCHAN~EL routine. the RNC-SC ac- 
tivates che AP on the secondary channel if i r  was not active 
previously and switches the client to the secondary channel. 
The RNC-SC algorithm hen calls AP-CST to be executed 
at each of the APs so that optimum CST values can be 
recomputed after the change in one of the clients. 

Note that RNC-SC only switches at most one client from 
the overloaded cell at each run. This is again a conservative 
approach as the interference values and loads of the various 
cells could change as a result of this switch. Since RNC-SC is 
called periodically (.example, every five seconds)? we ensure 
that the performance improvement takes place at a measured 
pace. 

To summarize, when a cell is overloaded. the RNC switches 
a client of the cell to  a secondary cell, if possible. The switch 
is possible if the secondary AP and client can operate at low 
enough transmission power to not interfere at primary cell on 
the same channel. Further, the primary cells set their CST 
values appropriately to ignore the secondary cell's activity, 
while the secondary cell does so to the extent possible at its 
reduced power. We present a detailed evaluation of the AP- 
CST and RNC-SC algorithms in the next section. 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The topology considered is shown in Figure 9. An area of 
lWOm x 1000111 i s  divided into 4 cells. The primary channels 
of these cells are assigned according to current best practice 
as shown in the figure. Each AP has a coverage range of 250m 
approximately at 11Mbps. Within each cell, the positions of 
client stations are sampled from a two-dimensional uniform 
distribution. All simulations were conducted using the Qualnet 
simulator. We smdy the system with the users stationary 
in their locations. Thus, the load varies due to application 
characteristics, but not due to user mobility. The maximum 
Oitrate was set to 11Mbps. each simulation run lasted for 
100 seconds, and results were averaged over 10 runs. The 
two-ray propagation model was used with no fading. Fading 
was disabled as estimating the correct signal strength average 
values in a realistic fading channel is a non-trivial problem 
in itself. As shown in 1241, it requires an esiimation of h e  
correlation between signal strength samples; our emphasis 
is on estimating maximum gains possible with the use of 
dynamic CST. 

*4+ Homogeneoris usedload distribiition 

First, we evaluate the performance of the AP-CST al- 
gorithm on a system with homogeneous client distribution. 
i.e., with each cell: having the same number of stations and 
workload. 
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Fig. 9. Distribution of client nodes within the topology 

TABLE 11 
AP-CST RESULTS WITH HOMOGESEOUS USERlLOAD DISTRIBUTIOX. 

OVERALL IMPROVEMENT IS 25.31% 

Each cell has 15 clients. The number of clients is chosen 
to be half the maximum number of clients allowed per cell 
in current practice (30). The topology so obtained is shown 
in Figure 9. Each client station has an HTTP ' client with 
a think time of 1s. That is? the pap between two successive 
requests for web pages is random with maximum value ai 
most 1 second. In addition. each cell has one client doing an 
FTP download. The HTTP and FfP  servers are one wired hop 
away from the APs. TCP ACKs Aow upstream and therefore. 
there is traffic both upstream as well as downsweam. AP-CST 
is executed every 5s. 

Base case We first consider the system operating at llMbps 
without the use o f  RTSlCTS or Auto-Rate-Fallback (ARF)3 
The results are shown in Table 11. The overall improvement 
in the entire system's throughput is about 25.30% with the 
per-cell improvements in cells CO and Cz being 73.11 % and 
67.35% respectively. This shows that even Algorithm AP-CST 
by itself can provide significant improvement in performance. 

Impact of RTSKTS Algorithm AP-CST yields significant 
improvement in throughputs even with the use of RTSlCTS as 
summarized in Table HI. The throughput of all cells is lower 
when RTSlCTS is used, due to the extra delay in each packet's 
service time and any impact it may have on TCP workloads. 
However, the improvement in performance with a dynamic 
CST is still maintained. 7Bis confirms that an appropriate CST 
itliproses perfannance of RTS/CTS enabled 802.1 1 sysienrs as 
well. 

2Qualnet uses empiricdiy obtained CDFs (from real traces) for size of 
HTTP objects retrieved. number of objects per web page. and think time to 
generate H'ITP traffic. 

'ARF (Autc-Rate-Fallback) [lJ] IS the mechanism by which an 802. I Ib 
card swjtchzs down to a lower bit rate in the presence of loss. 
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TABLE rIi 
AP-CST IMPROVEMENT WITH RTSiCTS ENABLED. O V E R A L l  

IMPROVEMENT IS 26.7'70. 

TABLE IV 
AP-CS?' IMPROVEMEhT WITH AUTO-RATE FALLBACK. OVERALL 

IMPROVEMENTIS 2 5 % .  

Impact of AJW The improvements obtained by AP-CST with 
ARF enabled in the entire system are shown in Table IV. 
We note that when ARF is used, the throughput of the entire 
system falls when one station switches to a lower bit rate 
due to loss. This is because a station at a lower bit rate pels 
equal access to the medium in terms of packets transmitted 
bur simply takes longer to transmit each packet. However, rlze 
gain$ due to U dvnamic CST are still rnaintained to almost the 
same extent as with no ARF. 

In the rest of the paper, we do not report about use of 
RTSlCTS and ARF for sake of brevity. 

Quantifying interference We consider the following question: 
how much is the penalty due to potential increase in the inter- 
ference caused by higher CSTs? To do this, we consider two 
metrics, namely, collisions and rerransmissions. Each collision 
causes at least one retransmission; one of the colliding frames 
might survive due to physical layer capture at the receiver. 
Each retransmission is caused due to either a collision from 
another station in the same cell or interference from a co- 
channel cell. Figure 10 and l l show the number of collisions 
and retransmissions as a fraction of the total number of packets 
transmitted respectively. As expected. for the cells GI and C, 
which have no co-channel interference from neighboring cells. 
the number of collisions and retransmissions does not change 
at all. These collisions occur due to the inherent randomness in 
the 802.11 DCF protocol. For the cells CO and C2 which use 
the same channel, the number of collisions and retransmissions 
increases slightly when AP-CST is used. However, note that 
the increased number of collisions and retransmissions of cells 
CO and CZ are comparable to those of Cl and C3. Furthermore, 
as seen in Tables I1 to VI, the new throughput in cells CO 
and Cz are comparable to those of C1 and C,. Therefare, 
tiiera is no signflcant increase in the nimiber uf collisions 
and rptrunsniissions due to co-clmnnel integerencrr becouse of 
optinlizinp the CST; the increase is  mainly diie to the increased 
throic,ghpui/uclivirlv in the cell. 
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Fig. IO. Collisions Fig. 11. Retransmissions 

Evaluation of RNC-SC Next. we consider the evaluation 
of RNC-SC for homogencous client distribution. Atgorithm 
RNC-SC is executed every 5 seconds of the simulation. For 
overloaded cells, the duration of the scan in each secondary 
channe1 is set to he 100 milliseconds and the scanning is done 
every 20 seconds. The results (not shown) indicate that the 
after the algorithm AP-CST has been executed, RNC-SC 
does not find any difference in the loads of different cells 
(since the cells have uniform load) and therefore, there is 
hardly any improvement over what has been achieved using 
A P-CS T. 

B. Heterageneoris LiserLbad Distribution 

In the case of heterogeneous load distributions, the AP- 
CST algorithm cannot do much beyond decoupling the two 
co-channel cells; with RNC-SC, since overloaded cells can 
borrow "extra" secondary channels, it is possible to attain 
significant performance gains over that of AP-CST. 

We now consider the performance of the architecture. when 
users are distributed heterogeneously, Le? there is overcrowd- 
ing in few cells. while the capacity of other cells is not 
utilized fully. We consider cases when two out of four cells 
are overloaded [results of cases where one cell is overloaded 
are subsumed in this, so we omit one cell overloaded rases 
for breviry). Each station in all cells has an WTI'P client 
as workload. In addition, there are Nc/10 FIT downIoad 
clients, where N,  is the number of stations in 'the cell, in 
the overloaded cells, We consider three scenarios when the 
two most loaded cells are: 

I Co-channel cells (CO, C,) 
U Orthogonal cells (Cl, C3) 

I11 Both co-channel and orthogonal cells (CO, C3). 
d)  Scenario-I: We start with a workload where cell CO 

and CZ are the most heavily loaded with 25 clients and 15 
clients respectively. Cells C1 and C, have 10 clients each. 
The cells have [?i,O,l,O] FTP clients respectively. 

The improvements in the long-term throughputs (after 
reaching steady state) of the different cells are summarized 
in Table V. Cells CO and .CZ have gains of up to 195.28% 
and 106.99% respectively, while the impact on the primary 
cells C1 and C; are marginal. The overall improvement in the 
throughput across all four cells is 70.3170. 
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TABLE V 
lMPROVEMENTS ACHIEVED IN SCENARIO-I  WITH CO A N D  c? MOST 

LOADED. OVERALL IMPROVEMENT IS 70.3170. 

Figure 12 shows the instantaneous throughput of cell Co. 
The gain in the throughput occurs in identifiable stages. At 
t = 5sl the first instance of PIP-CST is executed by cell CO 
as it has sensed cell C2 on the same channel. It improves 
the throughput of the cell to about SMbps. Note flmt this is 
the inuxinzisin improvement possible with AP-CST alone. The 
RNC finds the load of cell CO to be still high after this, and 
so starts switching stations to secondary cells. This goes until 
t = 35s: when the cell C? is decided as being he  most loaded. 
Around t : 35.3. Cz’s throughput improves from SMbps to 
about 6Mbps as seen in Figure 13 as a result of secondary cell 
operation. Once this is done, C1 is  again decided as loaded 
and it climbs as a result of further switches to its maximum 
value of about SMbps. where it stabilizes. 

Finally, we consider the instantaneous throughput of pri- 
mary celi C1 to see the impact of secondary cell creation. 
Figure 14 shows the throughput obtained by cell CI. For the 
first 10 seconds, both curves match completely. After that, 
when RNC-SC is running: the throughput obtained by cell Cl 
varies slightly from the original. This is because, in some runs. 
signal measurements from the passive scan are not estimated 
coi-rectly due to the limitation of the scan duration (100ms). 
This results in creation of a few secondary clients which 
would not have been allowed in our conservative approach. 
This illirstrares a liiititafion of our signal esriiiiation algorithm 
which we discitss in VI. However. on the whole, the cell’s 
throughput remains largely unaffected since the change of - 
1.08% is insignificant compared to the standard deviation. 

e)  Scenario II: Next, we consider a scenario where the 
stations are split among different cells as [10,25,10,151 with 
the cells on orthogonal channels, namely, C,  and C3 are the 
most .loaded. Recall that each station has an HTTP client, and 

TABLE VI 
IMPROVEMENTS ACHIEVED IS SCENARIO-11 N’ITH ORTHOGONAL 

CHANK‘EL CELLS BEING MOST LOADED. OVERALL IMPROVEMENT IS 

5 6 . 5 6 .  

the cells have [0.2,0,11 FTP downloads respectively, 

Table VI shows the results of improvements in the long-term 
throughputs of the cells. The overall throughput improves by 
56.5% An interesting observation of these results is that while 
cell C; has improved its performance by 23.21% as a result of 
the first instance of AP-CST, cell CO has not. This observation 
is correlated with the large deviation of the throughput of Co. 

To explain these observations. we consider the instantaneous 
throughpurs of cells CO and C3. Figures 1516, and 17 show 
the instantaneous throughput of cell Co,C1, and C3 respec- 
tively. Algorithm AP-CST provides no improvement for cells 
C1 and C3 as they are on orthogonal channels. Cells C1 and 
(73 are identified by RNC-SC as overloaded approximately 
alternatively and they increase heir throughputs until the 
system stabilizes at around t = 80s. However, in some subset 
of the simulation runs, cell C=n is wrongly identified as loaded. 
Further, among some members of those runs , CO wrongly 
identifies channel 2 as worthy of switching to and switches 
some station(s1 to channel 2. Because C3 “insulates” itself, 
it does not see any dip in its performance. Cell CO however 
is unable to insulate itself (as it only ignores only as much 
interference as it can at its reduced power). thereby losing 
out possible gains from AP-CST. The curve for AP-CST 
in Figure 15 is thus higher than the other two curves after 
about t = 25s. The gains for CO which were got from the 
first instance of AP-CST are lost due to these false positives. 
7721137, rhese residts illusirate diar while there is so~iie i i n p ~ c l  
due fo liw combination of false positives in load as well as 
signal nreasureemenf (lack of performance improveinsnt in cell 
CO), overall throughput gains 5re still substantial. 
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Fig. 15. Cell CO in Scenario 11 
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subtleties of the algorithms. the architecture can easily be 
scaled to larger hotspots with 16 cells or more since ECHOS 
primarily relies on light weight feedback mechanisms (with 

Fig. 16. Cell C1 in Scenario 11 
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TABLE VI1 
IMPROVEMENTS ACHIEVED IN scmmo-11I WITEI CELLS C1 ~ N O  C:! 

BEING MOST LOADED OVERALL IMPROVEVENT IS 43.60%. 

RNC is not an issue. However. in a large network, the presence 
of several co-channel cells, can hinder. some cell's ability to 
optimize its CST or create secondary channels, limiting the 
overall gains in general. In such scenarios, cells which are 

f) Scenana 211: Finally. we consider the following as- 
signment of stations to APs: [10.25,15,10]. The number ofFTP 
clients in cells are [0,2.1,0]. The results are shown in Table 
VU. The overall improvement in the throughput is 4S.60%. In 
this case, an orthogonal cell C1 and a co-channel cell C, are 
both heavily loaded both in terms of number of client stations 
as well as the workload. The dynamics of cells CI and C, 
are shown in Figures 18 and 19 respectively. As expected, 
AP-CST helps cell c, but not cl. Afirr C2 attains about 
SMbps as a result of AP-CST at t = 5s. it stays so lill about 
f = 40s. In this duration, GI keeps switching stations to obtain 
a throughput of  7Mbps and stabilizes at t = 40s. After which 
C2 gains until i t  stabilizes at around 60s. Finally. C1 starts 
gaining at around t = 60s, and stabilizes at around f = 805. 

likely to be optimized best are those which are at the periphery 
of the topology. 

We also performed other simulations (not shown due to 
lack of space) with arbitrary topologies (for example. APs 
are not exactly aligned in a grid pattern. say. due to connec- 
tivity constraints) and found similar substantial improvements 
in performance (e.g. per-cell throughput improvement up to 
97%). 

D. Slimman. 
We found that the AP-CST algorithm provided per-celI 

throughput gains of up to 78% in the co-channel cells when 
the load was homogeneously distributed among the different 
cells in a hotspol. These gains were robust with or without 
the use of RTSKTS and with or without the use of the multi- 
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rate feature of 802.1 1. We then considered heterogeneous 
load dislributions in different cells. In this case, as expected, 
algorithm RNC-SC provided significant improvement over the 
gains provided by AP-CST. The overall gains of RNC-SC 
were up to 195%. Furthermore, even in the presence of errors 
in signal strength or load measurements, the performance 
of primary cells were largely unaffected by the creation of 
secondary cells in RNC-SC. 

m a e o m i m  
Trm n %$m VI. DISCUSSION 

Fig. 18. Cell C1,Scenario III Fig. 19. Cell C2,Scenario 111 In this section, we discuss potential refinements to our 
algorithm as well as their limitations. 

A .  Refirrernents 
Observe that while each client chooses its optimum CST. 

the AP chooses the most conservative value of the CST in 
order to ensure that the farthest client is not affected. This 
can be improved if the AP maintains the optimum CST for 

C. Large and *4rb1tra~ topologies 
While we focused our evaluation on a four-cell scenario 

due to simulation tractability and the need to understand the 
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each station separately. The AP can choose the optimum 
CST for each transmission depending on the destination node. 
However. the penalties of false positives may be high. For 
instancc, a packet at the head of the output queue of the AP 
may he retransmitted up 10 7 times due to wrong estimations, 
thereby blocking packet to other clients as well. 

We required that the SNR exceed a fixed threshold (*;I 
for successful reception. We could possibly allow for non- 
conseivufiw formation of secondary cells by varying */: and 
allowing overall throughput 10 increase even at the expense of 
mild loss in primary cells. 

8. Limllirutions 
One limitation of the system is the use of the MAC 

service time metric as an estimation of the Ioad. In a realistic 
environmcnt, there is a Iikelihood that same stations re- 
transmit all packets several times due to a very poor channel. 
therby pushin3 up the average MAC service time. Clearly. 
this scenario cannot be helped hy any scheme which uses 
anolher channel in the same operating conditions. This false 
positive can be handled by detecting if transmissions are more 
successful at a lower bit-rate. 

The nexi limitation of the scheme is the signal strength 
measurement. Clearly, signal strength in real W A N s  Huctu- 
ates. However. several schemes (reference [24] gives a list) 
which use signal su-ength ta estimate user location in indoor 
environments have shown how to handle such variations in 
samples of sign& strengths. Further. the scan duration can be 
adapted by the RNC depending on the load of the primary cells 
to account for capturing signals from all stations of primary 
cells. 

VII, C O ~ C L U S I O N  

Existing settings for CST in 802.11 networks are highly 
conservative. We advocate that transmitters dynamically chose 
their CST values depending on their signal strength at the 
receiver. This paradigm allows us to improve performance 
in  infrastructure mode 802.1 1 hotspots using two algorithms 
namely, AP-CST and KNC-SC. The former improves the 
performance in cells which can sense another cell in the 
same channel by choosing an appropriate CST value. The 
latter provides gains over those provided by AP-CST by 
creating secondary cells which co-exist with primary cells on 
the same channel without causing any interferencelreduction 
of throughput. Detailed simulation results show that a dynamic 
CST allows for significant improvement in the performance of 
hotspot networks. Direcrions for future work include making 
the signal and load measurement algorithms more robust to 
measurement errors. 
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